Year 12 students will need to purchase the following textbooks for their particular subjects.

Agriculture
- Dynamic Agriculture 3: Brown, Hindmarsh & McGregor
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Ancient History
- Antiquity 2: Toni Hurley 3rd edition
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Biology
- Heinemann Biology: Katie Mudie et al. 3rd edition HSC. Combo pack (CD and eBook 3.0) recommended
- Scientific calculator
- USB
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Business Studies
- Loose leaf paper and folder

Chemistry
- Scientific calculator
- USB
- Loose leaf folder and paper
- 192 page A4 binder book

Community & Family Studies
- Community & Family Studies: Chapman et al
- Optional: Community & Family Studies: Excel
- Loose leaf paper and folder

Construction
- Basic Building & Construction Skills: Longman edition 2 & / or 3
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Drama
- The Laramie Project: Kaufmann, Moses & Members of Tectonic Theatre Project, 2nd edition
- Stolen: Jane Harrison, 2003 Currency Press
- Ruby Moon: Matt Cameron, 2005 Currency Press
- 2 logbooks
- USB drive
- General stationery, set of textas, coloured pencils, USB, glue stick
- Performance blacks (black pants and black top)
- Students will need to purchase various items associated with their chosen IP.

Economics
- Loose leaf paper and folder

English Studies and English as a Second Language
- The English staff provide detailed resources and activities on the school’s Moodle site in lieu of mandating a general textbook purchase: https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au
- Loose leaf folder and paper
English Extension 1
- The English staff provide detailed resources and activities on the school’s Moodle site in lieu of mandating a general textbook purchase: [https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au](https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au)
- Wuthering Heights: Emily Bronte, Penguin Red Classics 2003 edition (available for purchase from the school)
- **Recommended Optional Texts** Edible English: Judy McLaughin
  - Loose leaf folder and paper

English Advanced
- The English staff provide detailed resources and activities on the school’s Moodle site in lieu of mandating a general textbook purchase: [https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au](https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au)
- Frankenstein: Mary Shelley (available for purchase from the school)
- Julius Caesar: W Shakespeare (available for purchase from the school)
- Romulus, My Father: Raimond Gaita (available for purchase from the school)
- **Recommended Optional Texts** Edible English: Judy McLaughin
  - Exam Preparation Guide: Belonging: Barbera Stanners
  - Loose leaf folder and paper

English Standard
- The English staff provide detailed resources and activities on the school’s Moodle site in lieu of mandating a general textbook purchase: [https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au](https://learning.mccarthy.nsw.edu.au)
- The Crucible: Arthur Miller (available for purchase from the school)
- The Story of Tom Brennan: J C Burke (available for purchase from the school)
- **Recommended Optional Texts** Edible English: Judy McLaughin
  - Exam Preparation Guide: Belonging: Barbera Stanners
  - Loose leaf folder and paper

Exploring Early Childhood
- Not required to purchase any textbooks
- Loose leaf folder and paper

French
- Bilingual French Dictionary
- French Magazine subscription (purchased through the school)
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Food Technology
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Geography
- Macquarie Revision Guide: HSC Geography
- Loose leaf paper and folder

Hospitality Operations
- Cambridge Hospitality: Halloway, Innes, Diakanastasis
- Loose leaf folder and paper specifically for Hospitality

Industrial Technology
- Loose leaf folder and paper, A4 or A3 Display folder for folio
- 1 x 0.5mm and 0.7mm clutch pencil
- 1 set of Squares 45° and 30° - 60°

Information Processes & Technology
- No compulsory textbook
- Set of earphones ($4.50) or headphones ($10.50) both available from the school

Legal Studies
- No compulsory textbook (you may use any HSC Legal text as a resource)
- Loose leaf paper and folder

Mathematics
- Mathematics in Focus Mathematics Book 2: Margaret Grove
- A4 Grid Book or loose leaf folder and paper
- Casio fx-82AU Plus II Scientific calculator (available from school for $21.00)
- Recommended – Mathaid (available from school for $14.00)
Mathematics Extension 1
- Mathematics in Focus Mathematics Extension One Book 2; Margaret Grove
- A4 Grid Book or loose leaf folder and paper
- Casio fx-82AU Plus II Scientific calculator (available from school for $21.00)
- Recommended – Mathaid (available from school for $14.00)

Mathematics Extension 2
- Foundations of 4 Unit Mathematics: S K Patel
- A4 Grid Book or loose leaf folder and paper
- Casio fx-82AU Plus II Scientific calculator (available from school for $21.00)
- Recommended – Mathaid (available from school for $14.00)

General Mathematics
- General Mathematics HSC Course: Robert Rowland
- A4 Grid Book or loose leaf folder and paper
- Casio fx-82AU Plus II Scientific calculator (available from school for $21.00) and/or Casio Graphics calculator
- Recommended – Mathaid (available from school for $14.00)

Modern History
- Key Features of Modern History 4th Edition: Dennett & Dixon
- Loose leaf paper and folder

Music
- Not required to purchase any textbooks
- USB drive

PDHPE
- Outcomes 2 most recent edition
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Physics
- HSC Course Physics 2: Jacaranda 3rd edition
- Loose leaf folder and paper
- 1 x 192 page A4 binder book
- Scientific calculator
- USB

Studies of Religion 1 and 2 unit
- Not required to purchase any textbooks
- Loose leaf folder and paper

Textiles & Design
- Loose leaf folder and paper
- A4 or A3 Display folder for folio

Visual Arts
- Cambridge Senior Visual Arts Stage 6: Marianne Hulsbosch et al
- Excel Study Guide Visual Arts
- A4 Visual Arts Diary (spiral bound, plain paper)
- Loose leaf folder and paper
- Set of drawing pencils B – 9B, sharpener, eraser and ruler
- USB drive